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QUESTION 1

You have the following X++ statement: 

You need to identity the output of the statement. What should you identify? 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 2 

D. 2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You enable a feature for a Dynamics AX instance. What should you use? 

A. An extensible data security (XDS) policy 

B. A configuration key 

C. The Table Permissions Framework (TPF) 

D. A security key 

Correct Answer: B 

The administrator can enable or disable configuration keys to control the features and functional- ity that are available in
Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Reference: Configure application functionality [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 

Not A: XDS is a powerful mechanism that allows the ability to express and implement complex data security needs. 
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QUESTION 3

You need to add a conditional statement into a query object. Which class should you use? 

A. Query Item 

B. Query Build Data Source 

C. Query 

D. Query Range 

Correct Answer: C 

In Microsoft Dynamics AX, you can create a query to retrieve data by using the query classes. 

Note: The Query class enables you to create, read, update, and delete X++ code and metadata. 

The Query class embodies the structure of a query. Objects of this type are not used for fetching records from the
database. Instead, use a QueryRun object that may be assigned a query object. The dynamic behavior of a query is
defined by the . The static behavior is defined by the Query class. Queries contain one or more data sources that
correspond to tables in the database. The data sources are specified by using QueryBuildDataSource objects. 

Incorrect Not B: The QueryBuildDataSource class provides the building blocks that queries are made of. Data sources
are arranged in hierarchies that define the sequence in which records are fetched from the tables that are assigned to
the data sources. Each data source defines the order in which the records are fetched, and also the criteria that must be
met by the selected records. This class lets you create, read, update, and delete X++ code and metadata. Not D: Query
range value expressions can be used in any query where you need to express a range that is more complex than is
possible with the usual dot-dot notation (such as 5012..5500). 

Reference: How to: Create Queries by Using X++ [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to create a user interface that displays all of the records for a custom module. The user interface must have
an action pane, filters, a grid, form parts, and preview information. Which form template should you use? 

A. Detail Form Transaction 

B. List Page 

C. Simple List 

D. Drop Dialog 

Correct Answer: A 

DetailsFormTransaction 

Use the template to create details form with lines to view, edit, and act on master data that has line items. 

Incorrect: 
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ListPage 

Use the template to create a list page you can use to find, analyze, and performs actions on mas- ter data. 

SimpleList 

Use the template to create a simple list form to view, edit, and act on dependent or reference data. 

DropDialog 

Use the template to create a drop dialog form to perform an action with data. 

Reference: Form Overview [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 5

You work in a shared development environment. You frequently use private projects. Which statement accurately
describes the private projects? 

A. Changes made to the objects in the private projects are visible only to the user who creates the projects. 

B. Private projects can have only one version in source control. 

C. Other users can be granted access to the private projects by using security roles. 

D. Private projects are visible only to the user who creates the projects. 

Correct Answer: D 

A project is either private or shared. Private projects are only available to the user who created them. Shared projects
are available to all users and can be used as a tool for work groups to man- age their work. Reference: MorphX
Development Projects [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 6

You are developing a solution for a customer. 

You plan to add a local embedded function to perform a recursive operation by using the follow- ing code: 

You need to identify which variables can be accessed from mainMethod. Which variables should you identify? 
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A. MainMethodParam and embededFunctionParam 

B. MainMethodParam and CounterInMain Method 

C. EmbededFunctionParam and CounterInembeded Function 

D. CounterInMainMethod and CounterInembeded Function 

Correct Answer: B 

The variables local to the to embededFunction cannot be accessed by MainMethod. 

 

QUESTION 7

You have two tables named CustTable and Cust Group. Each record in CustTable references a record in Cust Group. 

You need to create a delete action to ensure that the records in Cust Group can be deleted only if there are no records
in CustTable that reference the record in Cust Group. 

What should you do? 

A. On Cust Group, create a Cascade delete action for CustTable. 

B. On Cust Group, create a Restricted delete action for CustTable. 

C. On CustTable, create a Restricted delete action for Cust Group. 

D. On CustTable, create a Cascade delete action for Cust Group. 

Correct Answer: B 

Delete Action: Restricted 

Restricts deletion in the current table if data is present in related tables. 

Note: 

Setting the DeleteAction property to Restricted extends the functionality of the table\\'s validat- eDelete method. 

As a result, super(), in validateDelete, checks whether records exist on related tables. If records do exist, validateDelete
returns false. The forms system ensures that the deletion is not per- formed. In your own X+ + code, check the return 

value of validateDelete. Don\\'t delete the pri- mary or related records if the method returns false. 

Example 

On the CustTable table, a restricted delete action has been defined for the CustTrans table. When a customer is deleted
in the CustTable table, the validateDelete method ascertains whether trans- actions exist for the customer in the 

CustTrans table. If so, validateDelete returns false. 

Reference: How to: Create Delete Actions [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 8

You have a table named Tablel that contains the information from a sales invoice. 

For Tablel, you need to create a method named Tax Amount that will return the total amount of tax for the invoice. The
method will be used in a report to show the tax amount information. 

Which type of method should you use? 

A. Static 

B. Accessor 

C. Main 

D. display 

Correct Answer: A 

Static methods, or class methods, belong to a class and are created by using the keyword static. 

They are called by using the following syntax: 

ClassName::methodName(); 

You do not need to instantiate an object before you use static methods. Static methods are widely used in Microsoft
Dynamics AX to work with data that is stored in tables. 

Reference: Methods in X++ [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three tasks are performed by an Application Object Server (AOS)? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

A. Manages client sessions 

B. Stores the Dynamic AX models 

C. Enforces security for Dynamic AX data and features 

D. Runs the X++- code 

E. Hosts help files 

Correct Answer: ABD 

An Application Object Server (AOS) is a core component of the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 installation and is installed
by using Setup. An AOS enforces security, manages connections be- tween clients and the database, and provides the 

foundation where Microsoft Dynamics AX busi- ness logic is executed. 

The following diagram shows the AOS architecture. 

Reference: Application Object Servers [AX 2012]; AOS architecture [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 10

You have the following X++ code: (Line numbers are included for reference only.) 

Method l and method2 are in Class l. Method3 is in Class2. 

You need to ensure that you can change the value of variable2 at line 21. 

What should you do first? 

A. Create a protected accessor method for variable2. 

B. Create a public accessor method for vanable2. 

C. Declare variable2 as a public variable. 

D. Declare variable2 as a protected variable. 

Correct Answer: B 

All classes are public, but all member variables are implicitly private. Use a public Setter Accessor method to change a
variable of the other class. 

Note: 

Add a Setter Accessor Method 
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Follow these steps to add a method that sets the value of a member variable: 

1.

 Right-click the Class1 node, and then click New > Method. 

2.

 Rename the method1 node to setFirstName. 

3.

 In the code Editor window, paste in the following X++ code for the method. 

X++ 

public void setFirstName(str _firstName) 

{ 

firstName = _firstName; 

} 

Reference: Declaration of Classes [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to set up the context for an extensible data security (XDS) policy. 

Which security element should you use? 

A. Permission 

B. Duty 

C. Role 

D. Privilege 

Correct Answer: C 

Concepts of the XDS model include: 

Context: 

A policy context controls the circumstances under which a given policy applies. The policy is not enforced unless the
context is set. 

The types of policy contexts are as follows: 

*

 Role context can enable policies that are based on the roles to which the user is assigned. 
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*

 Application context can enable policies that are based on information which is set by the ap- plication. 

Reference: Overview of Security Policies for Table Records [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 12

You develop a Microsoft SQL Server Repotting Services (SSRS) report for a customer. 

You need to ensure that the report is available in Dynamics AX. 

Where should you save the report? 

A. The Dynamics AX model store 

B. The SSRS server 

C. The Application Object Server (AOS) 

D. The Dynamics AX clients 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

You are developing queries to fetch data from the CustTable table. CustTable contains a field named City. There is a
non-unique cluster index named city Idx in the City field. You need to fetch data from CustTable in ascending order
based on City. 

What are three possible SQL statements that achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Select CustTable order by city ASC; 

B. Select CustTable index city; 

C. Select CustTable index city Idx; 

D. Select city From CustTable; 

E. Select CustTable order by city; 

Correct Answer: ADE 

A: asc 

An option on the order by or group by clause. The sorting is ascending. (Sort is ascending by de- fault.) 

DE: Default order is ascending so the ASC keyword can be omitted. 

Reference: Select Statement Syntax [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 14

You have a menu item named menu item l that is used to launch a form named Form l by using the rich client. 

You need to ensure that users who are granted the Maintain customer addresses privilege can use menu item l to open
Form l in read mode. 

What should you do? 

A. Set menu item l to run on the server. Modify the Enabled property of the Maintain customer addresses privilege. 

B. Create an entry point for the Maintain customer addresses privilege. Set the Access Level property of the entry point 

C. Create an entry point for the Maintain customer addresses privilege. Add Form l to the Main- tain customer
addresses privilege. 

D. Set menu item l to run on the server. Add Form l to the Maintain customer addresses privi- lege. 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 The developer does the following: Creates a form and a menu item for a form. Creates a privilege and an entry point. 

Creates a test role for the application user. 

*

 (see 4d below) 

Create a Privilege and an Entry Point 

You can create a privilege and an entry point for MyMenuItem by following these steps: 

1.

 Create a privilege that is named MyNewPrivilege. 

2.

 Expand AOT > Security > Privileges > MyNewPrivilege. 

3.

 Add an entry point that is named MyNewEntryPoint. You do this by right-clicking the Entry Points node, and then
clicking New Entry Point. 

4.

 In the Properties window for the new entry point, do the following: 

a.

 Set the Name property to MyNewEntryPoint. 

b.
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 Make the ObjectType of the entry point be MenuItemDisplay. c. Make the ObjectName of the entry point be
MyMenuItem. 

d.

 Set the AccessLevel of the entry point to Read. 

* Example: 

Create a Test Role 

To properly test your form as an application user, you must create a test role. You can create a test role by following
these steps: 

1.

 Create a test role for an application user that is named TestRole. 

2.

 Expand AOT > Security > Roles > TestRole > Privileges. 

3.

 Add MyNewPrivilege privilege to the Privileges node of TestRole. The following figure shows a test role with a privilege
that you create in this walkthrough. 
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Reference: Walkthrough: Using Roles and Privileges to Control Access to Forms [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 15

You have a form that displays a list of items from a table named Table l. 

You need to prevent all users from updating the records by using the form. What should you modify? 

A. The table field groups 
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B. The menu items 

C. The form template 

D. The data source 

Correct Answer: B 

Role-based security in Microsoft Dynamics AX 

The security model is hierarchical, and each element in the hierarchy represents a different level of detail. Permissions
represent access to individual securable objects, such as menu items and tables. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: 

Field groups make it easier to create a logical layout in a form or report in a number of ways: 

A whole group of fields can be added to a form or report in one step instead of moving them in- dividually. The field
group can be given a label that is displayed on the form. It\\'s easier to update forms and reports using field groups
because a 

change to a field group is re- flected in all the forms and reports that use it. 
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